Abstract-Image databases are nowadays widely exploited in a number of different contexts, ranging from history of art, through medicine, to education. Existing querying paradigms are based either on the usage of textual strings, for high-level semantic queries or on 2D visual examples for the expression of perceptual queries. Semantic queries require manual annotation of the database images. Instead, perceptual queries only require that image analysis is performed on the database images in order to extract salient perceptual features that are matched with those of the example. However, usage of 2D examples is generally inadequate as effective authoring of query images, attaining a realistic reproduction of complex scenes, needs manual editing and sketching ability. Investigation of new querying paradigms is therefore an important-yet still marginally investigated-factor for the success of content-based image retrieval. In this paper, a novel querying paradigm is presented which is based on usage of 3D interfaces exploiting navigation and editing of 3D virtual environments. Query images are obtained by taking a snapshot of the framed environment and by using the snapshot as an example to retrieve similar database images. A comparative analysis is carried out between the usage of 3D and 2D interfaces and their related query paradigms. This analysis develops on a user test on retrieval efficiency and effectiveness, as well as on an evaluation of users' satisfaction.
INTRODUCTION
T HE emergence of multimedia technologies and the possibility of sharing and distributing image data through large-bandwidth computer networks have emphasized the role of visual information. Due to the low cost of digital cameras, scanners, storage, and transmission devices, digital images are now currently employed in an eclectic range of different areas such as entertainment, art galleries, advertising, medicine, and geographic information systems, among others [23] , [27] . Image retrieval systems support either retrieval based on high-level semantics, which defines image content at the conceptual level, or-more recently-retrieval based on visual content, which is based on image perceptual features like color, texture, structure, object shape, and spatial relationships.
In the past decade, systems for retrieval by visual content have been presented in the literature by a number of authors [28] . They have suggested effective descriptors of perceptual features, together with new similarity measures, in order to cope with human perception and to support effective retrieval by content. Moreover, indexing structures have been proposed to enable efficient retrieval in large image databases.
However, little attention has been paid so far to the problem of designing effective query paradigms and interfaces. Typically, it is assumed that querying by content is performed by visual examples: A 2D image, either taken from a predefined set or manually sketched, is used to represent the user's objective. Retrieved images are presented as a ranked list of the database images that best match the user's example. Furthermore, queries can be refined through a relevance feedback mechanism: Relevance of retrieved images is assessed by the user and taken into account by the system when processing further queries. This process is expected to speed up the convergence toward the user's objective [26] .
Different solutions have been conceived to query by visual examples:
. Querying-by-Icons: Predefined icons represent relevant image objects. Icons are placed on a whiteboard so as to reproduce objects and their spatial arrangement within the image. . Querying-by-Sketch: User-sketched regions, eventually filled with colors or textures, represent visually salient image regions with their visual attributes. Regions are sketched on a whiteboard to reproduce salient color patches or the shapes of objects. Sketches can be drawn either from scratch or by tracing objects' countours in a given image. . Querying-by-Image: A sample image represents the prototype of the target images. Its visual content approximately reproduces similar visual features as the target images. Relevant visual features to be considered in the query are typically indicated by the user. Pros and cons are associated with each of these solutions. Querying-by-Icons assumes that some object identity is associated with each conceptually salient image region. This requires manual annotation of database images. Querying-by-Icons is generally suited for retrieval by semantic content. It has also been used for retrieval by spatial relationships. In fact, usage of icons eases the task of specifying the spatial arrangement of objects within the image. However, spatial extension and visual attributes of objects are not taken into account and similarity evaluation is very approximate.
Querying-by-Sketch requires the user's sketching/painting ability in order to provide effective image examples. Moreover, since users typically have little visual memory of any image content, sketches barely reproduce salient properties of image regions. This requires that the matching engine must be tolerant to sketching imprecisions, with negative effects on the quality of retrieval. Querying-bySketch has usually been employed for retrieval based on shape similarity and by color region similarity.
Querying-by-Image is the most widely used solution. Examples are selected from a list of images, possibly obtained from a random sample. Although it does not require any sketching ability and is therefore easy to use, its main drawback is that selected examples typically have only a weak recall of the target images. This is mainly due to the fact that sample images present differences in scale, orientation, and feature distribution. Editing of the original example is difficult and is usually not supported. Queryingby-Image has been used for retrieval by color and texture similarity.
There are some cases where all these solutions appear to be inadequate. This is particularly the case when images in the database represent a static 3D scene and when 2D images belong to a video sequence.
In the first case, variations of the viewpoint from which the image is taken can significantly affect the distribution of the visual features of the 3D scene within the 2D image. Usage of 3D interfaces for querying by content 2D images of static 3D scenes has been addressed by a few authors [8] , [17] , [19] with respect to spatial relationships similarity. In [8] and [17] , a 3D graphic scene is built from predefined 3D icons. By changing the viewpoint, 2D query images are obtained which display different spatial relationships between objects. Both systems provide examples of retrieval by spatial relationship similarity. In [19] , retrieval of 3D CAD models is addressed. Three-dimensional example models are used as a query. An extension of the 2D-string description [5] is used to model relationships between objects and their parts.
In the second case, the actual reproduction of the 3D scene in a 2D image depends on camera operations that have been performed while recording the video: Camera motion (panning, zooming, and tilting) determines what part of the real 3D scene is framed as well as its actual appearance. Three-dimensional iconic querying for retrieval of image sequences has been suggested in [10] . In this system, video sequences are manually annotated with trajectories of objects. Queries are dynamically built using 3D icons-which represent objects-that can be moved within a 3D scene. Trajectories that are defined in the example are compared with those of the database images in order to evaluate the similarity of the spatio-temporal relationships.
In this paper, we discuss the usage of 3D interfaces to provide query examples in retrieval by content of 2D images, based on color distribution similarity. Both 2D images taken from static 3D scenes and video sequences are considered. A prototype system is presented which employs a 3D interface, with navigation and editing facilities. A 3D scene is populated with 3D models and edited, by changing colors and textures, in order to reproduce an example of the real context displayed in the images. Through the photographer's metaphor, i.e., taking a snapshot of the 3D scene, the framed portion of the 3D environment is projected onto a 2D image. This is used by the retrieval engine, which retrieves database images with similar color spatial distribution. Parts of the retrieved images can be extracted and then applied back to the 3D virtual scene. In this way, the two-dimensional data is backprojected to the three-dimensional scene, which is dynamically modified with new features.
In the following, we present retrieval examples from our prototype system. A comparative analysis is developed between the usage of 3D and 2D interfaces and their query solutions for retrieval by content based on color distribution similarity. The analysis develops on a user test on retrieval efficiency and effectiveness, as well as on an assesment of users' satisfaction.
A 3D INTERFACE FOR QUERYING BY CONTENT
In this section, we present examples of querying by content with our prototype retrieval system, relying on a 3D interface, with navigation and content editing of the 3D virtual scene. The database used for these examples is comprised of paintings of the Italian Macchiaioli school.
The user selects a terrain from a small set of predefined models with different characteristics. Models are built from Digital Terrain Model (DTM) maps of 105 Â 105 points, covering an area of about 25 Km Â 25 Km. In order to build a query example, 3D VRML models of real world objects (trees, buildings, ...) are used to populate the scene and create customized landscapes. Objects are selected from a palette and placed in the scene by pointing at their appropriate position. Modifications are obtained interactively by changing the objects' location, size, color, and texture.
Navigation in the virtual scene may take place either continuously or by jumping from one location to another, using bookmarks. In continuous mode, navigation is performed through a walk-through metaphor which lets the user freely move (Fig. 1 ). Panning and tilting options let the user fine-tune the position and orientation of the virtual camera.
The 2D query example is built according to the photographer's metaphor: As the user finds the scene view and orientation that are appropriate for the query, s/he takes a picture of the 3D scene. In Fig. 2a , a part of the scene, including two white, untextured trees, is used as an example. The scene is thus projected onto a 2D image which reproduces the spatial arrangement of color features of scene objects according to the user's point of view. Content descriptors of the query image-expressed in terms of color spatial distribution, as explained in the following section-are matched with database image descriptors. Fig. 2b shows the query image and database images that best match the query. Fig. 3a shows a more realistic scene, obtained by applying a dark-green texture to the trees. The query image, along with retrieval results for this query, are shown in Fig. 3b . Fig. 4a shows a new view which is obtained after a viewpoint change in the 3D scene. The query image displays a different spatial arrangement of the same color patches (the trees have a different position in the photograph). The actual query image and retrieval results are shown in Fig. 4b .
A new query example-with a different part of the 3D scene framed-and retrieved images are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b . The user can extract parts of retrieved images and add them to the texture palette. These textures can be used later, in editing mode, to modify the appearance of objects in the scene. In this way, the user is allowed to refine the query by applying color patterns of the retrieved images to objects in the virtual scene. An example of this operation is shown Fig. 6 . A preview of the selected image part is shown in the lower left panel of the display (Fig. 6a) . The new color patch is used to modify texturing of the trees in the virtual scene (Fig. 6b) . Retrieval results for the query are shown in Fig. 6c . Fig. 7 presents a complete diagram of the operations supported by the interface and their relationships: 3D scene operations: Scene Population allows runtime population of the 3D scene with 3D objects in the appropriate locations, Scene Editing allows editing of object visual properties like color and texture, Scene Navigation allows the user to navigate the 3D scene.
Query formulation: allows the user to take photographs of the 3D scene. Two-dimensional photographs are used as image examples to retrieve similar images from the database.
2D image operations: Visualization allows the user to view retrieved images in low/high resolution, Image Content Extraction permits extraction of color and texture patches from a retrieved image. Colors and textures are used for scene editing. A typical interaction loop is summarized in Fig. 8 .
IMAGE RETRIEVAL BY COLOR DISTRIBUTION SIMILARITY
The 3D interface used for the composition of query images retains information on both the scene layout and the objects' visual properties. In fact, each 3D object is tagged with its own object type identifier; object boundaries and mutual spatial relationships are also available; values of the color and texture features applied to each object are precomputed. These attributes can also be easily mapped and computed for the 2D query image. Fig. 2) . (a) To produce a new query image, a texture-taken from the default texture set-has been added to the trees. (b) The result set. This includes a new painting, which shows a good match, on the lefthand side. Instead, the first hit of the previous result set has been discarded as there is not longer any white patch in the query image.
Although there is no limitation to the type of retrieval by content which is linked with 3D interfaces, in the implemented prototype system, we have used only color spatial distribution as the basic feature for retrieval by content of database images. Color spatial distribution retains information about the spatial structure of color patches within the image. It is particularly effective to evaluate chromatic perceptual similarity between images and can be easily computed automatically, with no manual annotation of the database images.
Solutions for retrieval by color distribution have been proposed by several authors, either using color histograms [12] , [15] , [18] , [29] , [31] or different techniques [3] , [4] , [21] . Generally speaking, color histograms are less effective (in that they retain only global information), but show higher efficiency in terms of computational, storage, and indexing requirements.
In our system, spatial distribution of colors has been derived by partitioning each image into five regions, located at fixed positions, similarly to [33] (Fig. 9) . A color histogram is computed for each region separately. According to this, given a generic image I, its visual content is represented by the set of histograms fH k ðIÞg The similarity between two histograms H and H 0 is computed according to the following measure:
h i (h 0 i ) being the ith element of H (H 0 ) and A 2 IR nÂn ðn ¼ 39Þ, a positive definite, symmetric distance matrix, where a ij weights the extent to which the difference between the ith and jth bins contributes to D. If the distance matrix A is a diagonal one, only differences between corresponding bins contribute to the computation of D. However, if A is not a diagonal matrix, elements a ij ði 6 ¼ jÞ can be used to model the cross-similarity between noncorresponding elements. The global match M between the query I Q and a database image I is computed from the matches of the corresponding regions:
Values of w i are proportional to the area covered by the ith region:
. . . ; 5: 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 2D AND 3D INTERFACES
In the following, we present a comparative analysis for querying by content confronting a 3D interface (Queryingby-Photographs, QbP), as implemented in our system, against 2D interfaces, as in Querying-by-Image (QbI) and Querying-by-Sketch (QbS). Querying-by-Image and Querying-by-Sketch interfaces that have been used for the comparison were taken from two distinct prototype systems for retrieval by content developed in our research laboratory. All of the three interfaces have been linked to the same retrieval engine, which performs retrieval by content based on color distribution similarity (Fig. 10) . The original interface layouts were modified so as to display the same number (18) of thumbnails of retrieved images. The interface implementing the QbI paradigm is shown in Fig. 11 . The user selects a query image from a set of 18 thumbnails. This is obtained either from a random search (the randomize function in the interface) or as the output of a previous query. This interface also supports a limited capability of editing the image content: The user can specify what part of the image is used for querying.
The interface implementing the QbS paradigm is shown in Fig. 12 . With this solution, the user can sketch the shape of salient image regions on a whiteboard and fill them with colors. The interface provides tools to draw a region, apply colors, and move regions over the whiteboard. To make sketching easier, region contours can be either drawn from scratch or obtained by tracing regions'/objects' boundaries displayed in the images.
A database of 500 images was used for the test of all of the three systems. The set includes three different types of images: 1) synthetic images taken from screenshots of computer graphics animations, 2) real-world images obtained from personal video sequences of natural landscapes, 3) images of paintings representing real-world landscapes. A sample subset of the database is shown in Fig. 13 .
Test Protocol
The test aimed at comparing the usage of 2D and 3D interfaces in order to assess for what type of images retrieval by content is better supported by 3D interfaces rather than by 2D interfaces and what the user's effort in the definition of the query example with 3D and 2D interfaces is. Results were analyzed according to three criteria: 1) retrieval effectiveness, 2) retrieval efficiency, 3) user's satisfaction.
Three different retrieval tasks were devised:
1. Retrieval of images with similar structure, displaying a limited number of large homogeneous color patches. Images in this set have very similar layout, but differ from each other by small details.
2.
Retrieval of images with similar structure and a limited number of large homogeneous color patches, which differ from each other by their color and boundary orientation. 
3.
Retrieval of images with dissimilar structure, obtained from video sequences of complex scenes. As in the previous case, for each sequence, images have a different structure and chromatic content in dependency of the scene as well as of the camera movements. But here, the number of different color patches in each image is generally high. The test was conducted on 18 subjects (15 students of engineering and three professionals) in a within subjects approach. Each subject was requested to retrieve from the database the three sets of target images shown in Fig.14a,  Fig.14b, and Fig.14c .
Images to be retrieved were shown to the user on a separate display during the test. Tasks were executed in a random order. The interfaces were also tested in a random order [25] .
The way in which query examples are constructed with the three systems was explained to each subject. Each subject was allowed to experience interactive sessions with the systems until s/he felt confident enough to go over to the test. We did not notice any significant learnability differences between the three interfaces, neither during this initial training nor during the test sessions.
For each task, the user was allowed to perform a maximum of seven query attempts. Images of the set that were retrieved by the system were marked on the display. The user's interaction was recorded with a video camera. The evaluator logged all significant events that occurred during the test session. He also provided assistance, when required, by helping the user to recover from critical situations. Satisfaction with the implementation, ease of use, as well as free comments and feedback were also recorded for each of the three systems.
Experimental Results

Effectiveness
Retrieval effectiveness is measured by a performance index defined as the average cumulated percentage of target images retrieved withueries issued in the test:
Number of target images retrieved with the kth query Number of target images where q ¼ 1; . . . ; 7:
We also used the video recordings of users' interaction and the evaluator's annotations to have better insight into the factors which determined the performance patterns. Fig. 15 reports the retrieval effectiveness P ðqÞ for the three systems. Three performance curves are displayed, respectively, for Querying-by-Photographs, for Queryingby-Images, and for Querying-by-Sketch.
We can also observe that QbP attains a high retrieval effectiveness with a few queries. With three query attempts, the following performance is observed: P QbP ð3Þ ¼ 81%, P QbI ð3Þ ¼ 66%, and P QbS ð3Þ ¼ 54%. QbI and QbS improve their retrieval performance over a larger number of attempts. After seven retrieval attempts, the following performance is observed: P QbP ð7Þ ¼ 88%, P QbI ð7Þ ¼ 85%, and P QbS ð7Þ ¼ 79%. QbS globally performs worse than the other two paradigms. Fig. 16a, Fig. 16b , and Fig. 16c report the performance of the three systems, for each task separately. Plots of P ðqÞ for the first task (Fig. 16a) reveal that QbP performs best in this task, while QbI performs worst. With QbP, subjects selected a scene and populated it with appropriate objects, navigated the virtual scene, in order to find a suitable view. This Fig. 8 . Sketch of a typical interaction loop: Photographs of the scene are used as 2D query images; a texture patch of a retrieved image is applied to the 3D scene which thus modifies its visual properties. Fig. 9 . Image partitioning into five regions for the computation of color spatial distribution. was easily accomplished by all the subjects. The specification of examples reproducing relevant features was difficult with the QbS interface. With QbI, subjects found it difficult to find examples with similar content as the target images in the sample set (most of the examples used by subjects included details not present in the target images).
With QbP, most of the subjects under test loaded terrain maps once at the beginning of the test session. Only a few used this function to search for different skylines in successive query attempts. Others performed extensive navigation to find similar skylines within the 3D scene. Nevertheless, one of the users succeeded in retrieving 10 out of 12 images of set B, which was the second highest score. Plots of P ðqÞ for the second task (Fig. 16b) show that QbS and QbI have similar performance and both perform better than QbP after a number of query attempts. This is due to the fact that images in the target set display simple scenes, with two colored regions having boundaries which differ from each other. This situation is well-suited to Querying-by-Sketch. Plots of P ðqÞ for the third task (Fig. 16c) show that QbP and QbI outperform QbS. The target set includes images of the same scene taken from viewpoints at different distances. With QbP, once the 3D scene had been populated according to the task objective, queries were easily constructed by navigating the 3D scene and taking the photographs from the appropriate viewpoints. The complexity of the scene framed in the target images is the cause of the very poor retrieval performance of QbS: Almost all the subjects failed in reproducing relevant features in the query example.
Generally speaking, QbI performance depends on the size of the target set and of the database: The larger the target set and the smaller the database, the higher is the likelihood of getting relevant images. We can therefore hypothesize that worse results are obtained with a larger database.
Efficiency
Efficiency of the three systems was measured in terms of average time required by the subjects under test to accomplish their tasks (T task ). Values that were measured are shown in Table 1 .
According to these results, it can be observed that QbI has the best performace with respect to QbS and QbP in all three tasks. QbS exhibited the worst performance, except in task B.
The total amount of time spent by each subject is determined as the sum of time spent on each query attempt. In turn, this includes the time spent on the construction of the query, matching, result visualization, and user's feedback:
T query ðqÞ T query ðqÞ ¼ T query specification ðqÞ þ T matching ðqÞ þ T visualization ðqÞ þ T feedback ðqÞ:
T matching was slightly higher for QbP and QbS than for QbI since querying using QbP and QbS required content descriptors of the sample image to be extracted at runtime. Measures for T query specification derived from the video logs of the test sessions are reported in Table 2 .
Analysis of video recordings of test sessions revealed that time spent on query specification over successive attempts when accomplishing a retrieval task followed different patterns for the three paradigms. In Fig. 17 , the value of T query specification as a function of the number of query attempts is shown for a representative sample test session. It can be noticed that the time required by the user to construct the query example decreases for QbP and QbS, while it stays almost constant for QbI. This means that, with QbP and QbS, subjects spent more time constructing the first query examples and just applied some refinements to specify the following queries. Differently, with QbI, almost the same effort was spent for each query as this paradigm allows for a limited number of operations for the refinement of the query or the specification of a new one. However, with QbP, the longer time spent in specifying the first queries is compensated by the higher number of relevant images retrieved within the first attempts.
Users' Satisfaction
Results collected through the questionnaires filled out by the subjects under test are reported in Table 3 . Distribution of users' ratings for the three interfaces on a five point scale are reported with respect to interest, learnability, ease of use, and flexibility in query customization. Average values of ratings are also reported in Table 4 . QbP was rated best for interest and flexibility in customizing queries. As to simplicity of use, all three systems featured similar ratings, with QbI slightly better than the others. Finally, QbS was rated best for learnability.
Users' comments provided a few suggestions for future improvements of implementations of the three systems. With QbP, users occasionally encountered problems in efficiently navigating the 3D scene using the mouse. One possible solution to improve navigation is the use of an input device with 6 degrees of freedom, such as the Spacemouse [30] .
CONCLUSIONS
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